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1. Introduction
This report describes a sociolinguistic survey (Rapid Appraisal) of the Tsuvan language

conducted February 9–10, 2000 in the Bourrah Subdivision of the Mayo-Tsanaga Division of the Far
North Province. The purpose of the study was to make an assessment of the desirability of
developing a written form for the Tsuvan language, and to explore the possibility of a literacy
project. The research was carried out by Dr. Engelbert Domche-Teko, Chairman of the Department
of Linguistics and African Languages at the University of Dschang, and Edward and Elizabeth Brye
of the Summer Institute of Linguistics.

We gratefully acknowledge the assistance and welcome received from regional and local
government, religious, and traditional leaders, especially the subdivisional officer at Bourrah.

1.1. Names
There is only the slightest variation in the names the Tsuvan-speaking people assign to their

language and to themselves as a people. In the two villages visited (Teleki-Lunday and Teleki-
Feng/Ndibishi) the people refer to their language as Motsuvan. But in Teleki-Lunday, Matsuvan (“a”
instead of the vowel “o” on the first syllable) also seems acceptable, as is also the alternative name of
Telaki (again, “a” instead of the vowel “e”). The people refer to their languages and themselves as a
people as shown below:

Villages Surveyed Name of People Name of Language
Teleki-Feng/Ndibishi Teleki Motsuvan
Teleki-Lunday Telaki Telaki, Motsuvan/Matsuvan

Note: The research team visited only these two Tsuvan-speaking villages.

We will use the name used in the Ethnologue i.e. Tsuvan.

1.2 Locality and Population
The Tsuvan language is located in the Tchevi canton of the Bourrah Subdivision of the Mayo-

Tsanaga Division. An estimate obtained from a priest in Bourrah was that the Tsuvan-speaking
population numbered about 2,500. Census information indicates that the population of all of Teleki
was 1,665 in 1987. If the annual population growth rate of 2.9% for the period 1976 to 1987 were
used for the period 1987 to 2000, today’s estimated population would be about 2,300.

The Tsuvan language is considered by the speakers of the language to be used in five “quarters”
of Teleki:

•  Teleki-Lunday/Lende = Bougie (90 families with widows) (1,000 est. pop.)
•  Teleki-Feng/Ndibishi (100 families) (400 est. pop.)
•  Teleki-Kidrbi (30 families)
•  Teleki-Ndjifi/Ndjizi (20 families)
•  Teleki-Kope/Kopia (30 families)

Note: The last three quarters are accessible by foot approximately 15 kilometers to the south of
the east-to-west road that links Teleki-Lunday and Teleki-Feng/Ndibishi. (See appendices for
linguistic and road maps.)
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1.3 History of the Tsuvan-speaking people
Those interviewed said that they have the same origins as do the speakers of the Jimi language

who left Nigeria to enter Cameroon a long time ago.

1.4 Linguistic Classification
Tsuvan is listed in the Atlas Linguistique du Cameroun [ALCAM] (Dieu and Renaud 1983) as

Tchadique, Centre, Centre-Ouest, Margi-Gbwata, Gbwata, Nord. Tsuvan is listed under the
ALCAM code [215].

Grimes (1996) classifies Tsuvan (code TSH) with alternate names Terki, Teleki, Teched as Afro-
Asiatic, Chadic, Biu-Mandara, A, A.8.

1.5 Research Objectives
This survey was conducted as part of an overall goal of assessing the need for literacy

development in national languages and Bible translation throughout Cameroon. The research team's
objectives were the following:

•  Make an evaluation, based on lexicostatistics and on village-based speakers’ perceptions of the
level of intercomprehension within the Tsuvan language area as well as between Tsuvan and
adjacent and/or related languages.

•  Determine the feasibility of developing literacy materials in the Tsuvan language. To assess the
vitality of these speech forms in terms of the use of other languages, the interest in language
development, and other sociolinguistic factors.

•  To find out what languages are understood by Tsuvan speakers, and then to identify their
attitudes toward the idea of reading and writing Tsuvan and/or other languages.

2. Methodology
The sociolinguistic research approach employed was the “Rapid Appraisal” (see Bergman 1991

and Stalder 1996). This method involves the utilization of group interviews and individual
questionnaires as well as the elicitation of an ALCAM 126-word list. (See Dieu and Renaud
1983:132–133).1 The rapid appraisal approach provides an overall impression of potential needs for
codification through reports from local inhabitants that take a relatively short period of time. Rapid
appraisal survey seeks to find out information with respect to the dialect situation, multilingualism,
and the vitality and viability of the language.

3. Research Results
This section contains the results obtained from the two villages (or quarters) of Teleki-

Feng/Ndibishi and Teleki-Lunday. The team aimed to identify variations within the language. In
Teleki-Lunday, six men were interviewed. A small group interview with four men present was
carried out in the village of Teleki-Feng/Ndibishi. In each case, a woman was present but did not
participate in the discussion.
                                               

1The ALCAM word list we used was a revised version with six additional words. The elicited list
can be obtained from Cameroon SIL's Survey Department. Copies of the questionnaires also may be
found at SIL.
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3.1 Lexicostatistics
First, we present the results of the lexicostatistical analysis.

JIMI
47 GUDE
23 21 TSUVAN
22 21 33 DJEKI
22 22 34 99 DUVA

The above figures are based on the dialectometrical method of measuring similarity as done by
Dr. Domche-Teko. Applying the shared apparent cognate approach produces a slightly different but
insignificant result, as reflected in the following matrix:

JIMI
61 GUDE
22 22 TSUVAN
18 18 36 DJEKI

(SHARWA)

All comparisons are well below the 70% threshold discussed in section 3.3.1.

3.2 Dialect Situation
Interviewees from both Teleki-Lunday and Teleki-Feng/Ndishibi said they spoke the same as all

other Tsuvan speakers, but interviewees in Teleki-Kidibishi/Feng said that those from their quarter
spoke more rapidly than other speakers of Tsuvan.

3.3 Multilingualism
In this section, we will examine the degree of intercomprehension reported by Tsuvan speakers

between their language and the languages of the people around them. The subject of multilingualism
was examined in order to obtain an assessment of the level of understanding and oral competence in
languages geographically and linguistically near to Tsuvan, as well as in the languages of wider
communication.

3.3.1 Languages Linguistically Close
With regard to lexicostatistical similarity, Bergman (1989:9.5.2) and others have referred to the

higher percentage (lexical similarity percentage plus margin of error) as the “upper confidence limit”
(UCL) of the calculation. 70% lexical similarity UCL is the agreed upon threshold for determining
whether two speech forms are separate languages or require intelligibility testing to determine
whether they could share a written form. Lexical similarity between Tsuvan and all speech varieties
surrounding it is well below 70% (UCL).

Tsuvan speakers do not use their mother tongue when communicating with speakers of adjacent
groups, indicating that speakers of all neighboring languages do not adequately understand Tsuvan
and that, in turn, Tsuvan speakers do not have an adequate comprehension of these adjacent
languages. It is necessary for Tsuvan speakers to use Fulfulde in order to communicate with speakers
of these surrounding languages. Speakers of surrounding languages use Fulfulde to speak with
Tsuvan speakers. We conclude that Tsuvan is a language separate from all others based on the
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combination of a low similarity percentage and the self-reported language use patterns of the people
themselves.

In Teleki-Lunday, interviewees mentioned that they as a people formerly maintained contact with
speakers of Jimi and, as a result, there are now residents in the village who speak the Jimi language.
The adults who are twenty years of age and older are able to understand Jimi, but the younger ones
cannot. Interviewees at Teleki-Lunday consider themselves to be one people with Jimi speakers.
(Jimi speakers, on the other hand, are rarely able to understand Tsuvan.)

3.3.2 Use of Languages of Wider Communication (LWC) and Neighboring
Languages

Fulfulde is the language of wider communication (LWC) of the Far North Province. The youth
from both Teleki-Lunday and Teleki-Feng/Ndibishi are reportedly the most proficient speakers of it.
One consequence of Tsuvan speakers not learning the vernacular languages of the peoples around
them is that they adapt by using the LWC of Fulfulde in order to communicate with non-Tsuvan
speakers. In Teleki-Feng, residents who are at least 50 years of age rarely know Fulfulde whereas
those who are under this age usually know both Tsuvan and Fulfulde. Interviewees stated that the
youth from both villages speak Fulfulde more than Tsuvan. Parents are happy for their children to
communicate in Fulfulde, since “everyone speaks it” and their children's speaking in this LWC will
enable them to interact with people from non-Tsuvan speaking populations.

French is used for in-class instruction. But, in Teleki-Feng/Ndibishi, interviewees report that
Fulfulde is also used, albeit occasionally, for instruction. Tsuvan is the only language heard during
times of recreation. About half the children from Teleki-Lunday attend elementary school where the
highest level presently offered is CE2 (the fourth year of elementary school). Of those who do start
school, only a few elementary students ever attend secondary school, such as the one at Bourrah.
Those children who do not attend school—for whatever reasons—return to the village, usually to
work with their parents. No children come from elsewhere to Teleki-Lunday or Teleki-Feng/Ndibishi
to attend elementary school.

As stated earlier (3.3.1), certain residents of Teleki-Lunday speak and understand Jimi. In
addition, some residents of Teleki-Feng/Ndibishi understand Daba and/or Saruwa (listed as Sharwa
in the Ethnologue) as a result of their marriages to these speakers.

According to SIL linguist and consultant Marti Giger, there is interaction between Tsuvan
speakers and Daba speakers. But it is also her understanding that Daba and Tsuvan vary significantly,
but that there are a good number of Daba speakers living in the eastern-most Tsuvan-speaking
village of Teleki-Lunday.

3.4 Language Vitality and Viability
Following is a summary of how those interviewed reported their language use in various domains

of life, and of their expressed attitudes toward their language and its potential for development.
In both Teleki-Feng/Ndibishi and Teleki-Lunday, Tsuvan is used at home and during

conversations with friends. In both of these villages, Fulfulde is also used at times in these contexts.
However, one man participating in the Teleki-Lunday interview said that Fulfulde is used more
frequently than Tsuvan in the home.

Group interviewees indicated that Tsuvan is the only language used for work.
Both Tsuvan and Fulfulde are used at the markets and at the clinics located in Tchevi and

Bourrah.
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Interviewees from both Teleki-Feng/Ndibishi and Teleki-Lunday said that Tsuvan is the only
language used for traditional ceremonies. As for making public announcements, Tsuvan is the
primary language used though French and Fulfulde also are spoken in Teleki-Feng/Ndibishi for the
sake of outsiders who don't understand Tsuvan. According to those interviewed in Teleki-
Feng/Ndibishi, meetings of regional chiefs are held in Fulfulde whereas interviewees in Teleki-
Lunday indicated that they are held only in Tsuvan.

Language use in the church centers around Tsuvan: In the village of Teleki-Lunday, Tsuvan is
used for the sermon, songs, and praying, whereas in Teleki-Feng/Ndibishi the Fulfulde language is
used for all three of these areas although the sermon is translated from Fulfulde into Tsuvan; and
praying is also done in Tsuvan.

In both Teleki-Feng/Ndibishi and Teleki-Lunday, there is the belief that their language will be
used indefinitely. Interviewees from both of these villages expressed a positive outlook on their
language and indicated that the young people feel the same.

3.5 Language Attitudes
Of special research interest was the potential of Tsuvan speakers learning to read and write their

own language or a language other than their own.

3.5.1 Towards Tsuvan
Attitudes toward Tsuvan are positive, and those interviewed prefer their language above all

others.
Both village interviews revealed that the people believe that their language will be spoken

indefinitely. Group interviews in both villages revealed a preference for learning to read and write
their own language. Residents of Teleki-Lunday and Teleki-Feng/Ndibishi claimed their respective
village to be the best location for learning Tsuvan.

3.5.2 Standardization Efforts
Nothing written in Tsuvan is known to exist, and there is no literacy program in that language.

However, according to an interview with Francois Zra conducted during the group interview at
Teleki-Feng/Ndibishi, there is reportedly a Teleki language committee that includes representation
from all five Tsuvan-speaking quarters. Moreover, Francois states that there is an alphabet and a
small vocabulary book that the people at the church he pastors are in the process of reading.
According to those interviewed in Teleki-Lunday; however, there is no known literacy program.

3.5.3 Migration and Intermarriage
In both villages, intermarriage with non-Tsuvan speakers occurs primarily with Daba speakers.

There are a few marriages also with speakers from the related language groups of Jimi and Sharwa.
Residents of Teleki-Lunday marry Jimi speakers and those of Teleki-Ndibishi marry speakers of
Sharwa. Speakers of either village may marry whomever they like, and there are reportedly no
marital restrictions.

No outsiders come to live in either Teleki-Feng/Ndibishi or Teleki-Lunday. The only exception
would be the schoolteachers or catechists who come to Teleki-Feng/Ndibishi. Students from
elsewhere do not attend school at either Teleki-Feng/Ndibishi or Teleki-Lunday.
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3.5.4 Language Shift
Interviewees from both Teleki-Feng/Ndibishi and Teleki-Lunday said that everyone except the

older residents understand Fulfulde well. At Teleki-Lunday, the statement was made that the children
speak Fulfulde well—sometimes among themselves and with family members—and use it to
converse about a full range of subjects.

According to interviewees from Teleki-Feng/Ndibishi, the only people who confuse Tsuvan are
those who have left the village and, after a period of time in another language area, have returned to
Teleki-Feng/Ndibishi.

Reports from the interview at Teleki-Lunday indicate that the young, who are the best speakers
of both Fulfulde and French, tend to confuse Tsuvan with French when they are schooled and that
this is to be expected as this demonstrates that the children are developing a competence in French as
a result of their studies.

A similar positive attitude exists with regard to Fulfulde. Parents are happy for their children to
communicate in Fulfulde, since “everyone speaks it” and their children's speaking in this LWC will
enable them to interact with people from non-Tsuvan speaking populations. Interviewees from both
of these villages stated that the youth speak Fulfulde more than Tsuvan.

3.6 Language Development Potential: Watters’ Socioeconomic Factors
Watters (1990:6.7.1) proposes that there are three factors that affect the nature and development

of language programs: the homogeneity of the linguistic community, their openness to change and
development, and the presence of a middle-aged leadership at the local level. A discussion of these
three factors follows.

3.6.1 Homogeneity of the Linguistic Community; Social Cohesion
Residents of each village perceive themselves as forming a linguistic unit with all other Tsuvan

speakers. Interviewees from Teleki-Lunday state that there are five Teleki quarters and that residents
of these villages speak alike.

Even during heavy rainy seasons, the people are not cut off from one another. A drivable road
connects Teleki-Feng/Ndibishi to the west and Teleki-Lunday to the east with three other Tsuvan-
speaking quarters to the south and another quarter a kilometer east of Lunday. The greatest obstacle
is the three-hour trek from Teleki-Feng/Ndibishi to Teleki-Kopia, but this does not inhibit
interquarter interaction of Tsuvan speakers.

3.6.2 Openness to Change
There is some inconsistency in the reporting of the number of quarters and in the situation with

development structures/committees. According to the chief of the village—who is the sole authority
of the village (there are no other leaders)—there is no development structure in place.

In contrast to the chief's testimony, interviewees at Teleki-Lunday said that there are five
quarters under the village designation of “Teleki” and each of these has a representative as part of a
language committee over the Teleki village.

There is a positive attitude toward the possible development of the language, most notably by the
church in Teleki-Lunday.

3.6.3 Village-Based Leadership
An important factor in determining the viability of a language project is the presence of a middle-

aged leadership. As mentioned in the previous section, there are no other leaders in the village of
Teleki-Feng/Ndibishi but the chief who is 55 to 60 years of age. Interviewees at
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Teleki-Lunday reported a much different situation in which the average age of village leaders is said
to be about 40 years of age. In both Teleki-Lunday and Teleki-Feng/Ndibishi, the conviction was
expressed that there would be new people to assume leadership responsibilities after those presently
in these positions would be gone. All leaders reside in their villages.

3.7 Attitudes toward Language Development
Those interviewed from both Teleki-Lunday and Teleki-Feng/Ndibishi are for the idea of learning

to read and write Tsuvan. In Teleki-Feng/Ndibishi, besides their own language the residents would
prefer to learn French first and then Fulfulde. In Teleki-Lunday, after Tsuvan, residents would like to
learn French, then Fulfulde, and finally in fourth place the Jimi language.

It is also instructive to observe the languages that villagers would wish not to learn. Interviewees
at Teleki-Lunday would not want to learn either Sharwa or Daba. In Teleki-Feng/Ndibishi, no
languages were mentioned as undesirable to learn.

4. SIL/CABTAL/NACALCO Activity and Plans
Neither CABTAL nor NACALCO has plans to work on the Tsuvan language.

5. Conclusions
In summary, speakers of the Tsuvan language form a distinct linguistic unit. The fact that Tsuvan

speakers use Fulfulde when communicating with speakers of adjacent languages indicates a lack of
(mutual) intelligibility between them and speakers of any other speech variety. Nevertheless, Tsuvan
continues to hold prominence in the daily lives of the Tsuvan-speaking community. But despite
positive feelings about their language, Tsuvan speakers also indicate that their language could be
shifting. For example, it is considered important by interviewees from both villages surveyed that
French and Fulfulde should be learned, because doing so serves to foster relationships with non-
Tsuvan speakers, and this is useful for various practical reasons. It is possible that language shift is
already taking place among the young and that there might be cause to believe that this could
increase. However, due to the children’s low level of formal schooling, the influence of French is
limited. It is more probable that Tsuvan is experiencing diglossia, in that the language is not
disappearing and in that two or more languages are able to coexist, though in non-overlapping
domains.

6 Recommendations
•  Assess the exact nature of any language development efforts and identify the representatives of

the language development committee quarter by quarter.
•  Evaluate the Tsuvan alphabet and the small vocabulary book that has been produced.
•  Develop a Sentence Repetition Test (SRT) in Fulfulde, and then administer it to various Tsuvan-

speaking quarters to estimate the people's competence in this LWC. Recommend the
development of a Sentence Repetition Test (SRT) to screen for bilingualism in Fulfulde. A
Fulfulde SRT would prove useful all over the northern half of Cameroon.

6.1 Modifications to ALCAM
None
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6.2 Modifications to the Ethnologue
•  Add that Telaki, Motsuvan, or Matsuvan are alternate names for the Tsuvan language. Note that

no one from the two group interviews indicated that Tsuvan is the designation for this
language.

•  Note that speakers of this language may refer to themselves as either Telaki or Teleki.
•  Note that there are five quarters to what has been believed to be one village named Teleki, and

that all five quarters are found within a 10 km diameter.
•  Note that a diglossic situation seems to exist, with Fulfulde and some French being in use, while

Tsuvan remains vital.
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Appendix A: Tsuvan Villages
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Appendix B: ALCAM Map of Mayo-Tsanaga Department
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Appendix C: ALCAM Map of Mayo-Louti Department
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Appendix D: Road Map
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